ABSTRACT

With the advances in technology, there has been an increasing interest in the use of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). WSNs are vulnerable to a wide class of attacks among which sinkhole attack puts severe threats to the security of such networks. The problems of sinkhole detection and mitigation have been studied through various methods, but suffer with the problems of high complex detection and overhead introduced by detection process. The quality of service has been degraded greatly by the impact of sinkhole attack because the malicious node can read much information about the source or the communications; this helps malicious nodes to perform various kinds of attacks. In order to overcome such drawbacks of network security, we propose a novel approach for sinkhole detection to support Quality of Service (QoS) development of wireless sensor networks. The method acts as a distributed one where the sinkhole detection is performed in all the nodes of the network. The node collects the neighbor information about the location and other transmission details. From the collected neighbor information, the node which presents in many nodes neighbor matrix is identified. The problem of multiple identification is resolved by verifying the transmission performed through other neighbors of the malicious node. From the traffic incurred in the neighbor of malicious node is used to verify the location or traffic sent by the malicious node. The method produces efficient results in sinkhole detection and increases the throughput. Also the method reduces the packet drop ratio and reduces the frequency of sinkhole detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The wireless sensor network (WSN) has the capability to be deployed in any point of time without any preparation. The WSN has a number of nodes which has mobility nature and could be used to form a network at many situations like war fields. The WSN are more useful in deploying the network in war filed and collect the information which will be used to perform various activities. Similarly the WSNs are useful in various situations to collect information. The nodes of the network perform both reception and transmission of packets for communication [1]. The co-operative communication is performed with the support of all the nodes of the network and there are some nodes which try to capture the packets being forwarded and learnt something from the packets. The learned information can be used to perform various network threats and the malicious nodes are capable of sending the packet direct to the base station [14]. This creates a set of energy holes around the base station which spoils the network life time and increases direct traffic to the base station. The sensor nodes maintain much information about the neighbors like their location, node id, and number of packets being sent and received. This information can be used to identify the false nodes. Every sensor node has a limited power and transmission range. The packet sent by any node can be received only by the nodes which are placed within the transmission range of the source nodes. If there is any node presents in the neighbor list of many nodes where they are apart geographically then we can say that the particular node is a malicious node [2].

The transmission centric approach can also be used to perform sinkhole attack detection and to identify the malicious nodes in the network [3]. The node or malicious node transfers the packet directly to the base station or to the node which is the most near to the base station [15]. What happens is if the malicious node transmits more packets then the intermediate nodes will not receive anything in that particular transmission. This information can also be used for sinkhole detection to support quality of service in WSN [20]. The quality of service is the key factor in WSN and the sinkhole attack reduces the throughput, and increases the packet drop ratio and latency.

2. RELATED WORK

There are many approaches those have been discussed in literature and we present some of them here which are relevant to the problem statement. Detection of wormhole attacks in Wireless Sensor Networks using range-free localization [4], suggests two wormhole detection procedures for WSNs, based on concepts working in a kind of range-free localization methods: one of the approaches performs the detection at the same time with the localization procedure, and the other operates after the conclusion of the location discovery protocol. Both approaches are effective in detecting wormhole attacks, but their presentation is fairly sensitive to shadowing effects present in the radio channels. Detection
and Correction of Sinkhole Attack with Novel Method in WSN Using NS2 Tool [6], uses a sequence number based sinkhole detection approach. The dispatcher node first requests the sequence number with the route request (RREQ), if the node receives this RREQ then replies its sequence number with route reply (RREP) message. Broadcasting node checks whether this will match with sequence number in its routing table. If it matches then information will be shared otherwise it will allocate the sequence number to the node. If the node recognizes the sequence number then the node will go through the network otherwise it will be eliminated from the network. Detection of sinkhole attack in wireless sensor networks [9] proposes a Sybil attack detection scheme which initially uses the consistency of data to find the group of suspected nodes. Then, the intruder is documented efficiently in the group by checking the network flow information. [21] The proposed algorithm demonstrates and evaluated by using numerical analysis and simulations. Therefore, accuracy and ability of algorithm would be verified. Intrusion detection of sinkhole attacks in large-scale wireless sensor networks [10], proposes an algorithm for detecting sinkhole attacks for large-scale WSNs. They formulated the detection problem as a change-point detection problem. Specifically, they monitor the CPU usage of each sensor node and analyze the consistency of the CPU usage. Thus, the proposed algorithm is able to distinguish between the false and the genuine nodes.

A sinkhole attack detection scheme in Mintroute wireless Sensor Networks [11], where the vulnerabilities of Mintroute protocol to sinkhole attacks are discussed and the offered manual rules which can be used for detection are examined using different architecture. [12] Estimates the area in the network where a sinkhole attack has occurred there by considering the energy consumption model in the network. [13] Then follows an entropy-based trust model in which more factors that affect trust computation are introduced. An intrusion detection system [16], called INTI (Intrusion detection of Sinkhole attacks on 6LoWPAN for Internet of Things), to identify sinkhole attacks on the routing services in IoT. Moreover, INTI aims to mitigate adverse effects found in IDS that disturb its performance, like false positive and negative, as well as the high resource cost. The system combines watchdog, reputation and trust strategies for detection of attackers by analyzing the behavior of devices and also another Intrusion Detection System (IDS) mechanism to detect the intruder in the network which uses Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy [17] (LEACH) protocol for its routing operation. In the proposed algorithm, the detection metrics, such as number of packets transmitted and received, are used to compute the intrusion ratio (IR) by the IDS agent. Suggested work proposes two approaches to detect and mitigate such attack in WSNs.[18] It provides a centralized approach to detect suspicious regions in the network using geo statistical hazard model. Furthermore, a distributed monitoring approach has been proposed to explore every neighborhood in the network to detect malicious behaviors. In this work, propose a region based sinkhole detection approach which works using the neighbor conditions for the development of quality of service in WSNs [19].

3. METHODOLOGY

The proposed neighbor constrained traffic centric method has the following stages namely: Neighbor Centric Data Collection, Traffic Inference, and Sinkhole Attack Detection. The neighbor centric data collection is performed to collect the neighbor details and the traffic inference is performed to compute the participation of other nodes in the network. The sinkhole detection approach detections the presence of sinkhole and malicious nodes of the network.

![Figure-1. Block diagram of proposed architecture.](image-url)

3.1 Neighbor centric data collection

The node of the WSN performs the data collection whenever it has a packet to be transmitted. The node constructs a Data Collection Message (DCM), and broadcasts into the network. The nodes are located in the broadcast range, and then source will accept the packet and reply with the Data Collection Message (DCMR) respond message. The reply has various information about their location, transmission range, number of neighbors and their information, number of transmission performed and received. The features from the message will be extracted and stored to perform sinkhole detection later.

Algorithm:
Input: NULL
Output: Neighbor Information NI
Step1: Start
Step2: Construct DCM
Step3: Broadcast DCM
Setp4: While (True)
    Receive DCM-Reply Message.
    Extract the features from DCM-Reply.
The proposed Neighbor Constraint Transmission Centric Distributed (NCTC) based sinkhole detection and mitigation technique has been implemented in Network Simulator 2 (NS2) and tested for its effectiveness in all the measures of quality of service. The method has been simulated with different scenarios with different number of nodes. The simulations were agreed out using a WSN atmosphere consisting of 100 wireless nodes over a simulation area of 1000 meters x 1000 meters flat space functioning for 60 seconds of simulation time. In the simulation each node has been considered with same set of transmission range of 100 meters and the malicious nodes are assigned with the transmission range of 500 meters.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table-1. The constraint used in simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Version</td>
<td>Network Simulator-allinone 2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>NCTC (Neighbor Constraint Transmission Centric)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>1000m x 1000m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Range</td>
<td>100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>UDP (User Datagram Protocol), CBR (Constant Bit Rate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size</td>
<td>.512 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table-1 illustrates the simulation details. The method has been simulated for its effectiveness in sinkhole detection with different topology and simulation parameters. Table-2 shows the comparison of results produced by different methods in most important factors of quality of service.
Figure-2. Comparison of sinkhole detection accuracy.

Figure-2 shows the comparison of sinkhole detection accuracy. The result reveals that the proposed method has produced more efficient detection accuracy than the other approaches.

4.1 Throughput performance
Throughput is the rate of packets arrived at the target successfully. It is regularly measured in data packets per second (dps) or bits per second (bps). Average throughput can be evaluated by dividing the total number of packets arrived by the total end to end delay.

Figure-3. Throughput ratio of different methods.

Figure-3 shows the overall throughput ratio of different methods and it is clear that the proposed NDE method has achieved higher throughput than other methods.

4.2 Packet delivery fraction
The packet delivery ratio defines the rate of data packets received at a destination according to the number of packets generated by the source node. The packet delivery fraction (PDF) is computed as follows. PDF (Packet Delivery Fraction) = (Number of packets arrived / Number of Packets dispatch)*100.

Figure-4. Packet delivery ratio.

Figure-4 shows the performance of packet delivery ratio of different algorithms and it indicates that the proposed NCTC method has higher packet delivery ratio than the other methods.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed a Neighbor Constrained Traffic Centric (NCTC) approach for sinkhole detection approach to get better quality of service in WSN. The node collects the information about the neighbors and their location, number of transmissions, receptions engaged. Similarly we compute the traffic rate inference based on the two measures the node is decided as genuine or malicious. The detection process is executed based on the traffic introduction factor which is calculated based on packets being sent and received. Using the NCTC a single node routes to reach the sink node or base station is computed. From the available routes, the routes are verified to conclude the node is being malicious or not. The proposed method has reduced the overhead generated by distributed sinkhole detection process and produced efficient results.
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